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There are 99 Names of Allah known to us . There are actually more than these 99 Names of Allah 
but these are known only to Allah .  We are limited ; hence Allah Bestow only these 99 Names to us. 
These 99 Names are Ones which we can understand in our lives, which we can relate to , and which 
we can ask Allah by these Names. All that we need in our lives are not more than these 99 Names : 

Protection : relate to Al Hafidz  
Provision  : relate to Al Razzaq  
Security    : relate to Al Mukmin 
Nurturing & Development : relate to Al Rabb  
Mercy      : relate to Ar Rahman Ar Rahim  

Everything in our lives relate to a Name of Allah . The more Names of Allah we know, the more 
creative we are in asking Allah . When we look at the negativity in this world , we refer to the Name 
of Allah, As Subbuh. What to do ? We need to swim . We do not want to be stuck, to go backwards or 
to sink . So we proceed in swimming toward Allah in our lives  - breaking all barriers & not 
stopping , so that we will reach our target destination. If we stop i.e. thinking negatively of Allah , 
we will still be in the middle ( of the ocean of life ) and will drown . So Names of Allah is to negate 
all imperfections that shaitan may put in our brain against Allah .  
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                              As Subbuh Alladhzi yusabbihu kulla jamad wa kulla dhzu ruuh  

The Name As Subbuh is about our actions . Allah is Worthy of our actions - everybody need to 
glorify Him by swimming towards Him , and by doing , so are removing the imperfections & 
negativity from Allah . The disbelievers do not do tasbeeh Allah but Allah has no need of the 
glorification from them (or us) for Allah remains the absolute As Subbuh . 

THE FIRST   

  

                                  Al Munazzah wa al mubarrat‘an kulli al naqaadh.  
        Allah , As Subbuh, is the One Whom you need to negate from Him all shortcomings & faults . 

(1) We need to negate all imperfections from Allah ( Refer Diagram Al 
Munazzah wa al mubarrat ‘an kulli al naqaadh. above) from the 
aspect of : 

 

(a) From Dhzaatihi . Dhzaat is Himself . Subhanallah , in Dhzaatihi , Allah in Himself 
is free from any imperfection or fault within Himself. Any of Allah’s Creations are 

imperfect in themselves like eyes, knowledge , thoughts that are evil, etc. Actually, 
imperfection in the Creation is complete,  good & perfect for them e.g. we have limitations & 
imperfections but these are perfect for us . Allah will make our dhzaat perfect in Paradise - our 
akhlak, our physique, our life , our homes all will be perfect in Paradise because this is the end. But 
in this life in this World / Dunya  , imperfection exists, so we can expect imperfections . So deal with 
people as people ( full of imperfections) ; not as perfect beings. Creations of Allah are not Subbuh . 
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Only Allah is Subbuh ; hence we say “ SubhanAllah” meaning everything about Allah’s Creation 
( that everything Allah create in His Creations are perfect, that is, our imperfections are still perfect 
for us) & Action are perfect. 
 

(b) Sifaatihi -  meaning Attributes . We must negate all imperfection from all 
Attributes of Allah ( e.g. His Hands, Shin, Eyes , Love, Pleasure, Anger are only 

Attributes - not Names of Allah) . Allah’s Love or Anger are free from fault ; Allah’s Mocking is free 
from fault (the disbelievers will mock but Allah mocking them is free from fault ) ; all the Attributes 
of Allah are free from fault . Attributes in anyone can be full of faults e.g. our anger can be full of 
faults; so do not be angry. There is no Action or Attribute of Allah that is faulty . There is no 
weakness in all Attributes of Allah. No faults in His Hearing, His Anger , His Love, etc. All his 
Attributes are Perfect. And we negate all imperfection from them. 

(c) Asmaaihi - In His Name - We negate all imperfection from All His Names (Allah, As 
Samee’ , Al Baseer, Al Ghafuur, Al Qayyum, Ar Rahman, Ar Raheem, As Salam , etc ) . 

All His Names are perfect & the best and hence, are free from fault. Because His Name has 
Attributes in them - so His Names are free from any fault.   

(d) Af’aalahu - examples of Allah’s Actions ( Actions of Allah ) :- e.g. Ascending , Allah 
Come down to the lowest Heaven , Allah Laughing , Wrath of Allah, Love (yuhib), 

Reward, Humiliate, Give Honor, Giving life, and other Actions of Allah. All Af’aalallah are perfect . 
We negate all imperfection from His Actions . Even the small Actions of Allah are not without 
Reason or Wisdom. But any af’aal (actions) of His Creations can have fault .  

Anything concerning Allah is never imperfect; that is why Allah is As Subbuh. We discuss in detail 
(a) - (d) above so that we understand that Allah is free from imperfection from every aspect.  

As an application of As Subbuh, we need to be like a swimmer in this life. Do not get stuck. We must 
move, float with no sound while swimming towards Allah - like ‘Ibaad ur Rahman ( slave of Ar 
Rahman) . They float & swim / move with smoothness without banging or being interruptive - that 
is,  they do not think bad of Allah . We can worship Allah smoothly. We will find a place with so 
many people but without any sound ( no shouting, no honking, no angry words or gangsterism) . 
This is because everybody is swimming smoothly . These are ’Ibaad ur Rahman . They are 
thinking good , moving in the flow, so everybody swims making no sound. Compare this with even 
2 people living with no system , making so much sound & so much upheavals .  

Everything is about how we think of & see the bigger picture. Are we moving / swimming  for 
Allah ? or are we just seeking excuse to follow or not to comply ? May Allah make us always make 
Tasbeeh - removing dirt from our mind. Detoxification . You will feel heavy , & down. And get sick 
& stressed.  

So the best detox is hisbiAllah ( Allah is Sufficient). Everything good is with Allah. Allah 
will remove all the bad people & Reward all the good people. 
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THE SECOND   

                                       (2)  As Subbuh Al Munazzah ‘An Maa Laa Yuleequbihi 
                  Allah As Subbuh , so you need to free Him from anything unsuitable for Him  

Adhz Dhzulm ( to be unfair) is not suitable for Allah. Sleep does not suit Allah although humans do 
tire & do need sleep. Sleep is not imperfection of the human but a need of a human ; but it does not 
suit Allah to need sleep. It does not suit Allah to die - humans can be absent (die) but not for Allah 
to ever be absent . Allah As Subbuh need us to negate whatever that does not suit His Majesty.  

Shirk (Partner to do a duty together ) - to need a partner does not suit Allah because He 
is As Subbuh.  . It is never possible for Allah to have a partner from amongst His creations 

. Allah does not need a partner in Creating or in Commanding. Humans can have a partner 
but Allah Says Partners are those whom are perfect. Allah Says that if there are 2 Gods, they will 
spoil - they will be fighting with each other instead of taking care of everything. Hence it is never 
suiting Allah to have a partner. Allah does not need a partner to do His Duties with Him. Refer 
Musa :- Harun is not a partner but a follower of Musa . So we must remove this negativity of 
needing a Partner for Allah.  

Nad ( Rival) - Allah has no rival competing with Him. In the Quran, Allah referred on 
rivalry but nobody can ever be a rival to Allah , opposing Allah, Astaghfirullah. Shaitan is 

evil ; not a rival - Shaitan is a Creation of Allah and a bad one. Some groups believe in Gods of 
good & Gods of evil ! But nothing can have the equal standing / position of Allah , even as a rival.  

That is why Allah is As Subbuh from ever needing anyone to help Him or even have the capacity to 
rival Him  . In Surah Al Baqarah, Allah mention :  
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Then do not set up rivals unto Allâh (in worship) while you know (that He Alone 
has the right to be worshipped). (2/22) 

They set up rivals besides Allah but these ‘rivals’ are all below the standard . These people take 
rivals beside Allah and they left them all , as they left Allah.  

These are all Subbuh - There is so much Aqeedah. So much negativity ,  rivals , & partners exist in 
different religions . Name of Allah, As Subbuh, necessitates us to clear all these , negating any 
imperfections , partners or rivalry from Allah from all aspect & remove anything that is not suiting 
him ( i.e. a partner or a rival).  

Matheel ( Similarity ) - There is a saying in Arabic that there are 4 people like you 
(lookalike) that exist in other parts of this world . Interesting !  But there is no Matheel for 

Allah - noone resembles Allah . Not even one of His Attributes . Sometimes the person actually 
looks different from you , but when they dress up similar to you and the angle of the picture taken 
makes her look ( as if ) similar to you . But for Allah , As Subbuh, this must be negated - noone can 
resemble Allah . Remove this which does not suit Allah. There is no-one Matheel (similar)  in 
Allah’s ‘Ilm (Knowledge). Human knowledge may have matheel / a similarity in others but we must 
negate this matheel pertaining to Allah’s ‘Ilm . 

Dhid (Opposite , like fighting)  - there can never be anyone against Allah . People may be 
against themselves or they may be opposing the Messenger of Allah salallahu alaihi wa salam 

or they declare war against Allah ! but actually their effort does not affect Allah in any way. In fact , 
they are Dhid for themselves . You may think you are going against Allah but actually it has no 
effect at all . e.g. Humans may have enemy . But the enemies of Allah will not affect Him at all ; in 
fact , this opposition is just bad for these people themselves . So Allah As Subbuh is not affected by 
Dhid - the Dhid in turn, just affects the people doing it . 

Companion ( like wife or friend) -  Allah is Subbuh from needing any companion . Wali 
need to be wali - Allah does not need to be Wali . Allah give them the title as Awlia 

Allah to Honor them. Wali means I need this relationship or guardianship. Allah is not even taking 
a Wali out of humiliation - He gave them the title of Awlia Allah only because they like it ; Allah 
does not need them as His Awlia.  We, humans, take a Wali out of humility - because I need a 
guardian . Don’t think that Allah is in need to have an Awlia. e.g. a person needs to have followers 
to support him ; but Allah is above this need . Allah does not need anybody to support Him ; the 
awlia has this need within themselves .  
      Khaleelullah are Ibrahim & Mohammad salallahu alaihi wa salam . Allah do not need 
them as Khaleelullah ; it is given as an honour for them. Being a Wali is an honour for the people , 
not for Allah. He needs no companion. So if we worship Allah, it is as an honour for us - Allah does 
not need a companion nor is He weakened without our Companionship . Allah As Subbuh is free 
from all imperfections & faults & free from anything which are not suitable for Him. Companions 
suit us, humans , needing partners , companions . But needing a Companion does not suit Allah.  

So it is incorrect for someone to pray to anyone other than Allah, for Allah ( and ONLY Allah) does 
not need a Companion. Allah is As Subbuh, worthy that you ‘swim’ to him, negating any 
imperfections, & any negative vibes put into us in this life by some followers who often do not make 
sense - so do not be deceived by followers.  
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Walad ( son) - Allah is free from needing anything like needing to have a walad (son).  It 
is a crime to say that Allah need to have a son !  People of other religion say that Allah 

has a son; but we say ‘SubhanAllah’  because to say this is a crime & Allah As Subbuh 
make you remove the imperfection from Allah & we negate that Allah has a son . 

THE THIRD 

Al Munazzah  is to Clean - i.e. to remove from all imperfections pertaining to Allah. Allah is free 
from anyone even being near  ( not equal or opposite) to Him.  
 e.g. you have (A) , a knowledgable person - but there people who are more knowledgable 
than (A) . The human highest in knowledge is not even close to the Knowledge of Allah.  
 e.g. you have a person (B) who is kind . There are kinder people than (B) . However , even 
the kindest person in this world is not even close to the kindness of Allah - not even like a drop in 
the ocean.  
 e.g. the most beautiful person ever , Yusuf a.s. , is not even close to the beauty of Allah . We 
cannot imagine the beauty of Allah. No creation can even come close to the beauty of Allah. 
Nothing is more beloved to the people of Paradise than to see the Face of Allah ; and nothing in 
Paradise even comes close to the Beauty of Allah.  When they see Allah, they forget about 
Paradise , because Paradise is just a creation & Allah is Allah . That is why nothing can ever be 
equal or even near pertaining to Allah. Because Allah is Subbuh from even anyone being close / 
near to Allah.  

THE FOURTH 

 
                            

                                   AS SUBBUH Al Munazzah fi Amrihi 

Al Munazzah fi Amrihi is about Command - people command often just to make them busy. Any 
command from Allah is free from fault & desire. There 4 commands of Allah :  
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1- Al Kawni - Universal Command of Allah - About the sun , moon , universe , planet , 
rain - how they flow & work in the universe by the command of Allah. The Sun is to rise 

& set. She will not rise till she ask Allah for permission , prostrating under the ‘Arsh of 
Allah. Non stop rising & setting as Allah Commands her. For each rising & setting, she seek 
permission of Allah & Allah will Command her . The movements of the sun are seemingly routine 
but each is by Permission - Allah action is always perfect,  

2. Al Qadri - Decree -  All are by the commands of Allah  . Decree is what happen in the 
universe . Qadri is what happen . What happens by the Qadr is perfect which is a 
command of Allah  . Al Qadri is never imperfect  , so we must never question’ why?’ 

when a Decree of Allah befalls us . Qadr Allah is perfect - never random but all are by decree i.e.  
pre ordained . Decree is the command of Allah. Commands that you are following Him. e.g. you 
planned to drive to place (A) but you find yourself going instead to place (B) ! This happened by the 
Command of Allah , by His Decree . Life changes according to Amr Allah, so be pleased .  

3 Al Shar’ee - All Legislations & Rules are never imperfect. Subbuh , so never  
question why there are rules & legislations. Rules of Allah , As Subbuh, are never 

imperfect & never random.  

4 - Al Jazaa -Recompensation  is not random. Any recompensation is deserved : e.g. 
Shakireen ( those who have gratitude) deserve this reward. Saabireen ( those who are 
patient) deserve their reward. Allah is never unfair . All of Allah’s Rewards or 

Punishments are free from all imperfection.  

Notice that Subbuh is really like swimming . We need to be like a swimmer in this life with our feet 
up, kicking , and heading towards a target that we are looking at all the time , whilst simultaneously  
pushing away any negativity & fault about Allah , whether about Him himself , whether it is about 
what is near to Him, & about  what Suits Him  . So why should we feel bad ? As Subbuh shows us 
where we are stuck : Are we stuck about Command ? About Decree ? About Legislations ? or about 
Recompensations / Rewards ? Know Al Subbuh , and we can really go forward in this life . 
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